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QUESTION 1

What is one requirement tor setting up Platform High Availability (HA)? 

A. Gateway HA must be configured before you enable Platform HA. 

B. The controller and the shadow controller must be on different subnets. 

C. The controller and the gateway must be on the same subnet. 

D. Any virtual clusters that have been created on EPIC workers must be deleted. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You have an Ezmeral Container Platform solution running v5.2 software. The platform manages several Kubernetes
clusters. You need to upgrade the software. What type of behavior should you expect during the upgrade? 

A. Existing services continue to run with minimal disruption, but users cannot add new services in the Web Ul. 

B. All services on the cluster will be down for about an hour, as will the Web Ul. 

C. Users can access EPIC features, but services running on the Kubernetes cluster will be unavailable. 

D. Users can access the Web Ul. But external clients will not be able to reach services on the cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is one key advantage ofHPE EzmeralData Fabric as opposed to HDFS? 

A. EzmeralData Fabric stores a great deal more metadata than HDFS, making It more resilient. 

B. EzmeralData Fabric uses more efficient erasure coding to protect all data, instead of replication. 

C. EzmeralData Fabric reduces load on storage nodes by placing all metadata on a centralized name node, while HDFS
distributes metadata. 

D. EzmeralData Fabric enables admins to set policies at a logical volume level, while HDFS does not. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants to use Ezmeral Data Fabric to provide storage to Kubernetes Tenants on HPE Ezmeral Container
Platform. What deployment option should you choose? 
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A. Enable the embedded Data Fabric during the controller install. Create hybrid Kubernetes clusters that use Data
Fabric and non-Data Fabric nodes. 

B. Enable the embedded Data Fabric during the controller install. Also create a dedicated Data Fabric Kubernetes
cluster. 

C. Disable the embedded Data Fabric during the controller install. Create a dedicated Data Fabric Kubernetes cluster. 

D. Disable the embedded Data Fabric during the controller install. Create hybrid Kubernetes clusters that use Data
Fabric and non-Data Fabric nodes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using native Kubernetes, and you want to deploy three identical containers. What Is the recommended way to
do so? 

A. Create a deployment object that specifies three replicas of a pod. which defines the desired container settings. 

B. Create a pod object that specifies three separate containers; specify the same settings for each container. 

C. Create one container object. Then specify three instances of that object in a separate pod object. 

D. Create three container objects. For each object specify the same image and settings. 

Correct Answer: A 
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